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Abstract

Yeast has proven to be a very useful model organism for studying eukaryoticcell functions. Its applicabilityfor population and quantitativ
genetics is less well known. Among its advantages is the ease of screening for mutants. The present paper reviews experimen
estimating the parameters of spontaneous mutations deleterious to fitness. The rate of deleterious mutation was found to be mode
A large fraction of detectable mutants were lethal; among the non-lethal mutants, the least harmful ones dominated. Deleterious
and especially the lethal ones, were generally very well masked by wild-type alleles when in heterozygous loci. The negative
mutations were much stronger under stressfulthan under benign conditions. Interactions between loci with deleterious mutations did alt
their fitness, but no strong overall effect of synergism or antagonisms was observed.
 2004 Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Deleterious mutation in population genetics

Systematic collection and analysis of mutants over
past century has been a very successful research pro
in classical genetics, helping to explain not only how tra
are passed over generations but also, and more importa
how they are produced by organisms. Evolutionary bio
gists have been familiar with the notion of mutation for ev
longer, a century and a half, even though the initial conc
was imprecise. The essence of Darwin’s idea has rema
unchanged, with mutations understood as the raw m
ial of evolution. For evolutionary biologists and especia
population geneticists, the basic question is not how
tation alters the functioning of an individual organism b
whether mutation affects its chances in competition with
conspecifics. The variety of phenotypic changes is conve
into a single currency of selection coefficients, that is, p
portional changes in fitness relative to the “wild” or typic
phenotypes. This methodology has remained unchanged fo
decades but is still valid, and even “natural”, because na
selection has shaped all the marvelous functions of or
isms solely by passing judgment on the overall selec
value of their phenotypes.

E-mail address: korona@eko.uj.edu.pl (R. Korona).
0923-2508/$ – see front matter 2004 Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.resmic.2004.01.015
,

Budding yeast has become one of the top experime
models in modern biology. Its use is based on highly s
cessful genetic and biochemical analyses of cell functioning
It is surprising that, unlikeDrosophila or Escherichia, yeast
has not been extensively studied by population geneti
or ecologists. Recent years have witnessed some intere
experimental evolution of yeast [82], but there is still a re
tive paucity of population studies. This paper is intended
show how the advantages of yeast can be employed to
dress some longstanding questions of evolutionary biolo

Natural selection may lead to new adaptations, bu
everyday job is to maintain the existing ones. If spontane
mutations have fitness effects, these are much more li
to be negative than positive [6,18]. Deleterious mutati
are not only more frequent but also more predictable,
therefore more tractable. Beneficial mutations are likely to
be “conditional” in the sense that their selective value
be high in some environments but low in others. Amo
the deleterious ones, a fair share should be “unconditiona
ly” deleterious because damage to the housekeeping gen
would be harmful in all environments. Deleterious mutatio
are also unavoidable in the sense that errors in replicatio
maintenance of the genetic material must occur if a po
lation is sufficiently large or long-lasting. Therefore gene
variation of mutational origin is likely to be ubiquitous, ev
in populations well adapted to their environment.
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Haldane [33] noted that even if mutations are remo
by selection they remain in a population for some time
therefore decrease its fitness or, in other words, build
mutational load. The purifying effect of selection is reduc
in small populations in which chance events may domin
over differences in fitness. This may result in a grad
ratchet-like decline in fitness, especially when organis
reproduce asexually [58], but also sexually [50]. When
load becomes excessive, a population may not even
able to reproduce itself and will “melt down” [26]. Fitne
may also collapse in populations of heterozygous diplo
in which mutations are masked by wild-type alleles. Th
become endangered by inbreeding depression if out-cros
becomes less frequent [8]. Another intuitively obvio
consequence of spontaneous mutation is degeneratio
chromosomes such as mammalian Y, which cannot
repaired by recombination with homologues [7].

Although the most obvious consequence of deleter
mutations is contamination of genomes, their unavoida
presence constitutes a strong selection factor and thu
duces adaptive evolution. Several important biological p
nomena might have developed in response to spontan
mutagenesis. Senescence might result from accumulati
those mutations whose negative effects are manifested
in life and therefore were rarely exposed to selection in
ural populations where old organisms were rare [55].
need to remove deleterious mutations from a population
been invoked to explain the evolution of genetic reco
bination [3,23,31,45] including its most elaborate varia
sexual reproduction. Outcrossing coupled with recomb
tion would result in lower mortality because a fraction
progeny would be freed from an excessive burden of m
tions [47]. Another consequence would be uncoupling of
few advantageous mutations from the majority of delet
ous ones [66]. The evolution of different genetic life cycle
thought to reflect the fact that neither haploidy nor diplo
is universally advantageous in reducing the mutational lo
mutations are twice rarer in haploids but usually less harm
in diploids [36,60,64]. Thesequestions cannot be address
properly without an estimation of some major parameter
spontaneous mutation, such as the rate of origination
magnitude of fitness effects, the degree of dominance w
a locus, and the intensity of epistasis between loci.

Experimental study of mutations affecting fitness h
proved challenging [18,41,51]. Except for lethal and v
strong effects, single mutations usually affect fitness too
tle to be discernible from environmental variation. Theref
mutations are often amassed in experimental population
fore their phenotypic effects are measured. When bree
extends over many generations, however, it is difficult
avoid purging selection or adaptation to experimental c
ditions [39]. In an alternative approach, individuals fro
extant populations are sampled and their mutational
estimated. In this case it is usually uncertain whether p
ulations have reached a mutation–selection balance an
whether the test environments relate well to the natural
f

-

s
f

-

[9]. However the mutations accumulated, analyses base
multiple mutations are not straightforward. A general pr
ciple has been to compare changes in mean fitness v
changes in variance and to deduce how many and how s
were the effects to produce the observed shifts [4,38,
This poses a serious methodological difficulty because th
same data have to be used to infer both the number
the selection coefficients of mutations. Deleterious muta
rate estimates obtained in this way can vary by more t
two orders of magnitude (selected examples of invertebr
[29,40,52,56]), and it is unclear whether such a discrepa
reflects differences in the genetics of the studied species
populations or results from that methodological difficulty

2. Spontaneous mutation rate

2.1. Accumulation of mutations

Yeast, being a microbe, can be maintained in large
perimental populations. This is important for studying r
events such as spontaneous mutations. Yeast is also ea
cheap to propagate for many generations. This is not a tr
advantage because studies of spontaneous mutations in
ticellular organisms require much time, work—and fun
Samples of experimental yeast populations can be fro
at any time of their history and then used simultaneou
in assays of fitness. The experimental environment ca
strictly controlled. Most of the experiments described be
were carried out in an environment considered optimal
budding yeast, that is, a nutrient broth composed of yeas
tract, peptone and glucose (YPD) kept at 30◦C. Any growth
defects seen under these favorable conditions are like
be associated with mutations affecting the basic funct
of the cell. Another important feature of yeast cultures
the availability of techniques allowing for relatively efficie
shielding of mutations from natural selection. Periodica
transferring a population through a single cell will instan
fixate all deleterious mutations that happened to be in
founder of the new population. For all these reasons, s
of long-term accumulation of spontaneous mutations se
to be an especially suitable approach in the case of yeas

Zeyl and deVisser [83] did a study of this kind. Th
propagated 50 replicate lines of a diploid strain of ye
by transferring them seriallyon agar plates, beginning ea
transfer by randomly selecting a colony and streaking i
single cells which were then incubated and developed
colonies of the next generation. Fitness assays were
by competing the mutation-accumulating clones with thei
founder clone. After 600 generations of such propagat
mitochondria were lost in about half of the replicate lin
Such clones were excluded from further analyses bec
the loss of mitochondria is not a chromosomal mutation
substantially reduces fitness. Among the remaining lines
fitness of only one was lower than that of the progen
clone. The authors based their estimates on this si
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mutant phenotype, and found that mutations produc
fitness defects arise at the rate ofU = 9.5 × 10−5 per
division of the whole diploid genome.

Korona [49] performed another study in which mutatio
were accumulated in yeast by serial transfers through si
cells, but he did not estimate the genomic mutation rateU ,
because the number of replicate lines, 16, was too low
used strains that were mutators. They lacked proper p
replication DNA mismatch repair because a gene codin
protein critical for this function was deleted. Earlier, anot
author found that malfunctioning of mismatch repair led
elevation of the rate of substitution or single base deletion
about two orders of magnitude [46]. The mutator strain
Korona’s [49] study were haploid and therefore the emerg
mutations were exposed to selection. A substantial decr
in fitness was nevertheless observed. The trajectory of fit
decline strongly suggested that most of the accumulate
mutations decreased fitness but that some produced
opposite effect. It was clear that mutations compensa
for the accumulating defects appeared and were strong
selected for, at least in populations of mutators. Since
deleterious and beneficial mutations could not be separ
it was impossible to estimate the selection coefficient for
of them.

These examples demonstrate how difficult it is to int
pret the results of mutationaccumulation experiments. I
diploids, many accumulated mutations probably are com
pensated for efficiently so that only dominant or partially
dominant alleles can be detected. In haploids, mutat
must be purged by selection when they produce letha
considerably harmful effects.Positive selection for com
pensatory mutations is probably even more troubling. S
mutations were found in mutator strains, but they might a
occur in strains with a wild-type mutation rate if propag
tion were sufficiently long. Spontaneous loss or damag
mitochondria may be another source of confusion. The c
clusion is that any long-term accumulation of mutations w
be unavoidably accompanied by other processes affectin
fitness. It may be difficult if not impossible to dissect a
quantify those processes.

2.2. Screen for mutations

Experimental accumulation of mutations is an appro
devised for organisms in which screening for single mu
tions is virtually impossible. Imagine that in a fruit fly
mutation decreasing its viability or growth rate by a fe
percent appears. Initially it would be heterozygous. An
dividual carrying it would have to be crossed with a w
type. The resulting progeny, generation F1, could then be
used to obtain generation F2 in which homozygotes would
appear. When the expected genetic effects are on the
of 1%, and the environmental effects are at least that la
it is hardly possible to distinguish between the homozyg
mutant, heterozygous mutant and wild-type phenotypes
if relatively large numbers of individuals are assayed.
e

,

r

Yeast is a truly exceptional object for classical gene
analysis. It can be maintained stably as a haploid or a dip
organism. The transition from diploidy to haploidy procee
through meiosis and sporulation. A single diploid cell p
duces four spores enclosed in an ascus. Each of the
spores contains a single haploid cell which is a direct prod
of meiosis. The ascus can be digested, and the spores
rated and placed on nutrient agar where they can dev
into clonal haploid colonies. The spores are equivalen
gametes of multicellular organisms, but the ability to gr
and divide mitotically for many generations makes th
markedly different from typical gametes. Moreover, bo
the phenotypes and the patterns of gene expression are
similar for haploids and diploids [27]. Genetic analysis
particularly simple and straightforward because detection
heterozygous loci does not require two rounds of breed
Instead, tetrads of haploid clones are monitored for segr
tion of characters. A single heterozygous locus is reve
by the 2:2 segregation pattern: two haploid clones hav
wild-type phenotype and the remaining two have a mu
phenotype.

Wloch et al. [80] applied tetrad analysis to an exte
sive screen for deleteriousmutations. A single cell of a
homozygous diploid strain wasused to initiate replicate
mutation-accumulation lines. They grew vegetatively
about two transfers and then went through sporulation
spore separation. This yielded a large number of tetr
which were strictly isogenic because they had a common
cestor as recently as 60 cell doublings ago. All the resul
haploid clones would be identical to each other if there we
no new mutations. The authors tested over 1000 tetrads
scored a few dozen in which two out of four haploid clon
were dead or grew more slowly and formed smaller colon
(Fig. 1). The calculated rate of spontaneous mutation aff
ing fitness was 1.1 × 10−3 per diploid cell division. This
figure was obtained by assaying haploid clones; it is ab
ten times higher than Zeyl and deVisser’s [83] estimate fr
diploids. The difference indicates that mutations proba
are well masked in diploids; this question will be analyz
in the following sections.

Screening for mutations through tetrad dissection pro
to be more sensitive and yielded a higher mutation rate

Fig. 1. An agar plate with two-day-old colonies of haploid clones. Eac
column represents clones grown out of four spores (a tetrad) produce
a single diploid cell. An example of a non-lethal mutation is visible in
third column, and of a lethal one in the fifth column (from [76], modified
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the rate is still low: a deleterious mutation appears ev
thousand cell divisions. Continuing interest in the delet
ous mutation rate was sparked by speculation that the
might be considerably higher than previously thought, p
haps as frequent as about one mutation per genome
sexual generation [47]. The disproportion with the estim
obtained by Wloch and colleagues seems to be enormou
cause the two figures differ by three orders of magnitu
However, vertebrates may have several times more g
[75,77] and about a hundred times more cell divisions
sexual generation [12]. These two factors combine to a
three orders of magnitude. Thus the data obtained for y
suggest that the spontaneous mutation rate per gene pe
division is high enough to put higher organisms under str
mutational pressure. Not as strong, however, as was fe
after initial studies ofDrosophila [11,56]. The current es
timates of the human spontaneous mutation rate, base
several different approaches, suggest one or a few de
rious mutations per generation [12], and are in very g
agreement with the estimates extrapolated from yeast. Se
ual reproduction with its associated recombination of gen
material obviously would be advantageous in large mu
cellular organisms because it would speed up the rate
lower the costs of eliminating the fairly abundant delete
ous mutations from populations. In yeast, and probabl
other lower eukaryotes, the mutation rate is much lower
the potential link between mutational pressure and the
lution of sex appears to be weaker. These organisms o
reproduce vegetatively, and sexual reproduction is “fa
tative” [5]. However, recombination still can be importa
for such organisms in dealing with the mutational load. T
load will build up during periods of vegetative reproductio
which is analogous to the accumulation of mutations in p
liferating cells of multicellular organisms.

3. Selection coefficient

The selection coefficients is usually defined as 1− w

where w stands for relative fitness. The relative fitne
of an individual or a clone is calculated as the ratio
its fitness to the fitness of the wild-type individual
clone. The coefficients is reserved for homozygotes an
haploids. The heterozygous fitness effect is denotedhs. The
symbol h represents the dominance coefficient. To find it
empirically, the heterozygous fitness effect of a conside
allele is divided by its homozygous fitness effect. When
homozygous effect of a mutation is not known, however
heterozygous effect is described by both parameters, w
cannot be separated from each other.

The selection coefficient can be estimated in micro
ganisms by competition experiments in which two stra
are mixed in a common culture. The coefficient is calcu
lated from the rate of change in the population sizes of
competitors [19]. Other frequently used tests are base
measurements of maximum growth rate. Such estimates a
r

-

s

t
ll

n
-

Fig. 2. Frequency distribution of theselection coefficients of spontaneo
mutations (from [76], modified).

usually obtained by growing pure clonal cultures. Althou
no direct competition is involved in such experiments,
obtained estimates are good indicators of fitness in
vironments in which the ability to grow fast is a maj
requirement. The maximum growth rate represents a b
mutational target in budding yeast. This was establishe
studies applying systematic deletions of genes; 17% o
deletions resulted in death, and about 40% in slower veg
tive growth [78].

Using competition experiments, Zeyl and deVisser [
found that the average heterozygous fitness effect washs =
0.217. This estimate was based on one mutant pheno
If it were representative, the deleterious mutations in ye
would be very harmful because the selection coeffic
would be as high ass = 0.434 providing that both allele
were co-dominant. Wloch and colleagues [80] measu
the growth rate of thousands of single clones growing
separate colonies on agar surfaces and detected doze
mutants. The obtained estimates were not true maxim
growth rates but average growth rates over the initial 48
colony growth. The frequency distribution of the mutan
selection coefficients is presented in Fig. 2. The mea
selection coefficient of non-lethal mutations wass = 0.086.
The modal range was between 0.01 and 0.05; stro
effects were less and less frequent. Even small differenc
the rate of colony growth amount to substantial differen
in the size of colonies. For example, a mutant grow
only 1% slower will produce a colony whose volume
diminished by 22% after 25 generations, according to th
calculation 0.9925 = 0.778. The broad range of selectio
coefficients ranging from 0.01 to one found by Wloch a
colleagues is in strong contrast to the findings of Z
and deVisser. The latter probably did not overlook sm
effects because the average fitness of replicate populations
remained unchanged, which would not be the case if m
individually indiscernible mutations were present.

It is unlikely that methodological differences were r
sponsible for the disparity in selection coefficient estima
between the two described studies. The suitability of co
petition experiments is not restricted to large fitness effe
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Selection coefficients as low as 0.005 to 0.01 can be
ably estimated in this way [74], although the assays hav
last much longer than those reported by Zeyl and colleag
Short competition experiments produce vague individual es
timates but are fairly sensitive when the average fitn
of replicate populations is considered [19]. Nor do colo
growth rate measurements have to be biased towards
fitness effects; strains growing more than twice as slow
wild-type ones were still able to produce visible colon
[80]. It is proposed here that the two studies gave incon
tent estimates of the selection coefficient because they
strains of different ploidy. Mild fitness effects were mo
frequent but they were detectable only in haploids. M
mutations, probably the majority, would become effectiv
neutral in heterozygous diploid loci.

The frequency distribution of mutational effects must
inferred from the frequency distribution of phenotypes. T
latter are often affected both by environmental conditi
and by an unknown number of genetic effects. In ma
previous studies the selection coefficient of deleteriou
mutations was assumed to be constant only becaus
distribution could not be determined [29,57,59]. Keight
[38] devised a method in which a broad range of distribut
of mutational effects could be tested for best fit with
observed distribution of phenotypes. No single distribut
of non-lethal effects was universal. Some results show v
small effects to be most frequent, others suggest l
effects to be most common, and yet others imply bimoda
[14,38,40]. Such discrepancies may reflect real differen
between species and traits, but may also indicate that ind
inferences are very sensitive to the type of studied data
the particular assumptions made prior to their analysis.

The experimental results obtained by Wloch and c
leagues [80] are in line with the original and probab
still dominating presumption that most non-lethal deleteri
ous mutations are of small fitness effect and that there
the frequency distribution is skewed to the right. This w
true not only for spontaneous but also induced mutat
(Fig. 2). A similarly skewed distribution was found in
study in which mutations were generated by random tra
position across theE. coli genome [20]. Another feature o
the data collected by Wloch and colleagues [80] was un
pected and even surprising.They were able to compare th
frequency of lethal versus non-lethal mutations and fo
that the former were abundant and accounted for 30–40
all scored effects. Some previous studies suggested tha
fraction should be much lower. For example, only about
of spontaneous mutations in the fruit fly were expected to
lethal [57].

4. Dominance coefficient

The dominance coefficienth of deleterious mutations i
usually estimated in planned crosses followed by stat
cal analyses of variance components [53]. Such meth
.

ll

d

t

s

provide mean population estimates of the studied para
ter. The classic estimates suggested that inD. melanogaster
small viability effects caused by new mutations were
markedly recessive,h = 0.4 [56,57]. This somewhat unex
pectedly high heterozygous effect was confirmed in in
pendent experiments [59], although those results were
questioned [28]. Other studies ofDrosophila [24,35],Daph-
nia [17], andCaenorhabditis [76] showed that alleles with
small fitness effects probably retained as much as abo
quarter of their impact on fitness in heterozygotes.

Initial studies of dominance of deleterious mutations
yeast provided only average estimates and were not
of drawbacks. Korona [49] obtained haploid strains t
contained dozens of mutations accumulated during hundre
of generations of growth with an impaired DNA mismat
repair system. Although the presence of the mutatio
load was evidenced by a considerable drop in fitness,
strains were also shown to have compensatory muta
that ameliorated some of the harmful effects. Such hap
clones were used in crosses with wild-type clones, and
coefficient of dominance was found to beh = 0.08. This
value is relatively low, but it may be confounded by t
presence of compensatory mutations. Mable and Otto [54
compared large cultures of haploid and diploid yeast treate
with EMS. Probably the more harmful mutations we
removed by selection before and during the fitness ass
The dominance of the remaining deleterious mutati
was relatively high,h = 0.30, similar to that reporte
for multicellular organisms. Studies of adaptive evolut
in laboratory yeast populations suggested that benefi
mutations were also moderately recessive [84] although
pattern of dominance and epistasis of such mutations c
be very complex [63].

In the experiments described above, the dominance
efficients of individual mutations could not be estima
because the number of mutations involved and their di
bution among individuals were not known. Mean estima
of h are often used in both empirical and theoretical st
ies, but this results from methodological difficulties and no
from the researchers’ conviction that deleterious mutation
are uniform in terms of dominance. Yeast clones with s
gle deleterious mutations canbe obtained relatively easil
through tetrad analysis and then crossed with each o
to obtain homozygotes or with wild-type clones to obt
heterozygotes. In this way Szafraniec et al. [73] were a
to estimate the fitness of individual mutations in homo
gous and heterozygous loci. Single vegetative cells w
placed on nutrient agar plates. The size of the develop
ing colony was used to estimate the average growth
The homozygous selection coefficients was calculated a
the relative difference between the growth rates of w
type and homozygous mutants, and the heterozygoushs as
the analogous difference between wild-types and heter
gotes. The mutations used in this experiment were relati
mild because the homozygous coefficients was in the range
of a few percent. The mean heterozygous effect of th
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mutations washs = 0.0042, and the mean coefficient
dominance was̄h = 0.20. Thus the mildly deleterious e
fects were not strongly recessive because as much as a
of their negative effect was still detectable in heterozyg
loci. Szafraniec et al. [73] also asked how recessive w
the lethal mutations. The heterozygous lethals were vi
and their relative fitness could be estimated. The relative
nessw and the selection coefficients of homozygotes were
assumed to be equal to zero and one, respectively, bec
haploid clones bearing these mutations were not viable
the homozygotes were unavailable. The mean heterozy
fitness effect of lethal mutations was very small, 0.00
This is not only the value ofhs but also h̄ because the
selection coefficient was equal to one. The conclusio
striking: the heterozygous effects of lethal and mildly dele
rious mutations are close to each other. The reason is tha
dominance of the former is about two orders of magnit
lower than that of the latter.

The estimate of̄h = 0.20 for the mildly deleterious ef
fects was not unexpected because the cited studies in
organisms gave similar results. It was also suggested
very harmful and lethal mutations had to be relatively be
masked than mild ones [13,57]. However, the yeast sys
offered an opportunity to directly compare the dominanc
relatively large numbers of single lethal and non-lethal mu
tions. The finding that the heterozygous effect of a muta
is independent of its homozygous fitness has importa
implications. Natural selection will not purge harmful m
tations faster than mild ones if both remain heterozygo
New deleterious mutations arise mostly as heterozygo
and probably many of them are severe (compare Fig
Accumulation of new severe defects may therefore procee
unnoticed even for a long time, so long as homozygotes
not produced.

5. Epistatic interactions

In a simple model, selection coefficients of mutatio
are stable irrespective of the genotypes of other loci. T
would result in multiplicative combination of individual e
fects: the effect of the first mutation would bew(1 − s1),
the secondw(1 − s1)(1 − s2), and so on. Genetic intera
tions appear when this simple assumption is violated.
decrease in fitness associated with the increasing number o
mutations can be either slower or faster than expected u
multiplicity [15,45]. These two tendencies are called ant
onism and synergism, respectively. Synergism has attra
much attention because the evolution of genetic recombina-
tion and sexual reproduction would be easier to unders
if this type of interaction dominated [47]. Initial empiric
tests of genetic interactions were based on analyses o
trajectories of fitness decrease in populations accumula
mutations. Mukai [56] found that the trajectory of fitne
decrease inDrosophila populations accelerated with tim
suggesting synergism. Subsequent reanalyses of Mu
e

s

e

r
t

,

r

data [25,39,71] and new experiments employing differen
ganisms and experimental designs [16,21,22,65,81] did no
confirm that synergism could be ubiquitous and strong.

Wloch et al. [79] accumulated dozens of deleterious m
tations in haploid strains of yeast and then mated pair
strains of opposite mating types.The resulting diploids were
sporulated and the tetrads of haploid spores dissected.
this way, two sets of mutations were first pooled and t
randomly divided among the tetrads of progeny clones
genetic interactions were absent, the frequency distribu
of the progeny’s fitness would be symmetrical and its m
value no different from that of the parents. Only in a f
crosses did the fitness of the progeny deviate from tha
their parents in a direction indicating synergism. Furth
more, the distributions of progeny fitness were not skew
The experimental design and the choice of experime
material ensured extensive genetic recombination, becaus
there are as many as sixteen chromosomes in yeast and
a hundred crossovers per meiosis [1,67]. Moreover, all
meiotic products were available for fitness assays, whic
not usually the case with multicellular organisms. Desp
these generally favorable experimental settings, neither
ergism nor antagonism were clearly confirmed. It canno
ruled out, however, that weak directional interactions, sy
gism or antagonism, were present but masked by a varie
other more complex interactions, especially since the cro
probably involved not only numerous deleterious mutati
but also some compensatory ones.

Szafraniec et al. [73] also crossed yeast haploid clo
but the clones were known to harbor one deleterious m
tion at most. There were four types of crosses. Two clo
free of mutations gave a wild-type diploid. Two clones eac
with a different mutation gave a double heterozygote. E
of the two mutated clones crossed with a wild type gav
single heterozygote. The genetic background was the s
for all four diploid genotypes used in a single comparis
The effects of the mutations would be multiplicative if t
average fitness of two clones each bearing one mutatio
(disassociation) were equal to the average of the two o
clones, one with none and the other with both mutati
(association). A result with the association average lo
than the disassociation average would mean synergism
tagonism would be indicated by the opposite relations
Fig. 3 convincingly shows that most of the genetic variat
was attributable to a pair of particular mutations, irresp
tive of whether they were in association or disassociat
Only about a fifth of the variation was attributable to gene
interaction. This interaction was generally random, with s
ergism and antagonism equally frequent.

The result further weakens the evidence for synerg
as a common and prevailing type of interaction amo
deleterious mutations. It was obtained within a very nar
range of relative fitness and with a minimum number
interacting loci. Perhaps interaction between many loci o
loci with large effects would be different. However, in a lar
equilibrium population the differences in fitness would a
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Fig. 3. Interaction between pairs of deleterious mutations. “Disassocia
is the mean fitness of two diploid clones each bearing one delete
mutation in a heterozygous locus. “Association” is the mean fitnes
a clone with both these mutations and a clone free of them (from [
modified).

be small, because mutations with large fitness effects w
be removed readily. It appears that interactions betw
deleterious mutations, at least those in heterozygous loc
of minor importance for individuals close to a “wild-type
phenotype. This is an important feature of the experime
system developed by Szafraniec et al. [73]; almost
previous studies concentrated on large fitness effect
haploid or homozygous organisms.

6. Genetic load under stress

One of the basic questions concerning deleterious m
tions is whether their negative effects occur only in so
environments or in all of them. In other words, the de
terious nature of mutations can be either conditiona
unconditional. Korona [48] assayed haploid clones b
ing dozens of deleterious mutations in conditions that w
either favorable or in different ways challenging: poorly fu
nished with nutrients, or containing an inferior energe
substrate, or too cold or too warm. The relative fitness
the strains bearing mutations was generally lower in stres
environments than it was in a benign one. The genetic
was largely strain-dependent because some strains te
to be less (or more) fit than others when averaged ove
environments. The mutations accumulated in some str
probably were especially severe, and thus the magnitud
fitness decreases were correlated among different env
ments. In general, those results suggest that both the av
and individual estimates of the genetic load obtained in
environment are indicative of those in other environmen
d

f
-
e

In the experiment described above, the clones were
loid, mutations were numerous, and their joint effect on
ness was substantial. From the perspective of human h
and conservation biology, it would be particularly interest
to know the phenotypic effects of relatively few heteroz
gous mutations in diploids. Szafraniec et al. [72] used
experimental system in which the strain was diploid and
number of mutations was roughly controlled by turning
and off a DNA mismatch repair system. One of the ge
essential for the majority of mismatch repair,PMS1, was
deleted from its chromosomal locus, but a functional c
was present on a plasmid. The mutation rate was norm
the presence of the plasmid, but when it was absent, fra
shifts and substitutions increased in frequency by about
orders of magnitude. The accumulation of mutations bega
when a cell lost its plasmid containing the wild-typePMS1
gene. Mutagenesis continued for about 35–40 generatio
of vegetative growth and was terminated when the wild-t
gene was reintroduced by transformation. A large num
of replicate lines were established in which the losses,
hence mutation accumulation,were independent. The star
ing strain was strictly homozygous, with two identical alle
in all loci (except for the mating-type locus). The new
generated alleles were expected to be heterozygous,
ever, because it was highly improbable that both copies o
a gene would be mutated. These experimental clones
compared with a control group, that is, clones started f
single cells of the same strain as the experimental group
never deprived of the plasmid and therefore not having
perienced an elevated mutation rate. The performance of th
two groups was identical in a benign environment of 30◦C.
At stressful 38◦C, however, the clones contaminated w
mutations were about 10–20% less fit. This effect was s
both when the maximum growth rate and when the den
of stationary phase cultures were compared. Thus the ab
of wild-type alleles to mask deleterious mutations is subs
tially reduced by environmental stress.

A seemingly straightforward approach based on co
parisons of benign and harsh environments is not fre
pitfalls. It was suggested that understanding whether
how genetic variation changes under environmental st
is difficult because the history of the studied population i
often unsure [34]. For example, one cannot rule out
possibility that alleles deleterious to fitness in unfavora
conditions have been maintained in a population due
their hypothetical advantages in other habitats. Antagon
pleiotropy [68], purging selection [39] and the ascenda
of compensatory mutations [49] can modify the spectr
of deleterious alleles when they are either accumulate
long-term experiments or sampled from extant populatio
The experimental system developed by Szafraniec e
[72] did not suffer from these difficulties. The mutatio
were few, recent, and virtually unaffected by selection. T
influence of history was practically eliminated. Mutations
that become deleterious only in stressful environments w
not only present but also relatively abundant. An import
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conclusion is that studies carried out only under benign
vironmental conditions may substantially underestimate
incidence and severity of the mutational load.

7. Conclusions and future directions

Budding yeast in a laboratory environment is unde
ably a very simplified model of a eukaryote, but the ba
metabolic processes are universally shared by eukar
cells. Thus, studying the susceptibility of yeast cells
the damaging effects of random mutations is likely to p
vide information of broad applicability. The genomic rate
spontaneous deleterious mutation was found to be rou
in the middle of estimates obtained with other organism
is about 0.001 per diploid yeast cell division; extrapolatio
accounting for the numbers of genes and cell divisions s
gest 0.07 and about one per sexual generation in the fru
and human, respectively [70]. The yeast estimate is un
in the sense that it was obtained by direct scoring of sin
mutational events, an approach virtually impossible in ot
organisms. The fitness effects of spontaneous mutation
yeast are very different. Small effects dominate among th
non-lethal ones, but roughly every third mutation with a
tectable fitness effect is lethal. This last finding is rat
surprising. Even more striking is the efficiency with whi
harmful effects of mutations are masked by wild-type
leles. Heterozygous loci cause only a fraction of a perc
decrease in fitness, regardless of whether the considere
tation is lethal or only slightly deleterious in a haploid locu
This means that the degree of dominance of slightly d
terious mutations is about two orders of magnitude hig
than that of lethal ones. Such a result is not unexpected
cause theoretical considerations of the mode of metab
flux imply that mutations severely affecting enzymatic ac
ities will be relatively better masked by the wild-type alle
than mutations causing smaller defects [37]. Recent ana
of yeast gene families provided support for this hypothe
on genomic scale [62]. Not only lethal but also less ha
ful mutations are usually in heterozygous loci and there
their elimination from populations by natural selection w
be similarly difficult depending mostly on the populati
size [44]. Finally, the deleterious effects of mutations
generally multiplicative, that is, neither their synergism n
antagonism can be convincingly shown. This conclusion
plies to both haploid and heterozygous diploid loci.

The research summarized above concentrated on
phenotypic effects of mutations. The methods of class
yeast genetics have proven very helpful in testing class
hypotheses of population genetics. However, the presen
velopment of research technology has already provided t
not even envisaged by the founders of population ge
ics. The sequence of the whole genome of budding y
is known [32]. Still better, it can be compared with t
sequences of a few other yeast species, making gen
inferences particularly robust [42]. Several planned mu
-

-

-

genesis projects have yielded collections of easily trace
deletions [43] or tagged disruptions [69] in the whole ye
genome. Functions and interactions of proteins are
studied in a systematic manner on a large scale [30].
therefore increasingly possible to find the molecular bas
any observable phenotypic variation, both adaptive and m
adaptive. The model-based thinking specific to popula
genetics should not be abandoned, but the terms “sele
coefficient”, “dominance” and“epistasis” were invented t
describe phenomena; their functional meaning will have
be elucidated progressively. This work should be guided
the recognition that natural selection not only created
structures and functions of organisms in the past but
maintains or modifies them now. The work of the late Mic
Blot is an example of successful implementation of t
idea. In detailed molecular analyses of transposons and
bacterial hosts, he showed how omnipresent and persi
natural selection can be, even when very simple entities
considered [2,10,61,70]. This is a useful message, espec
for those studying more complex systems.
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